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           National Sports Day is celebrated on 29th August, to 

commemorate the birth anniversary of Sir Major Dhyan Chand 
Singh, a Hockey Legend & Gold Medalist in Olympics. Sports 
not only teaches kids Life Skills, it also enhances and strengthens 
Visual & Motor Coordination Skills. Keeping in mind the 
Pandemic situation, yet to lay a strong foundation on being 
unstoppable and the importance of playing sports, ITL Candyfloss 
celebrated National Sports Day with various outdoor & indoor 
sports for their young Sportsmen, with a hand-in-hand 
coordination of teachers & parents - all sports being held at the 
comforts of the students’ homes. From the start till the end of the 
Virtual session, Zeal’s of enthusiasm & excitement were 
witnessed at every house of the ITL Candyfloss Family.  

 
Balloon Tennis 
With high concentration students played this game. A plate 
attached with a spoon & a balloon representing the Tennis racket 
& ball were used for playing. A high satisfaction was visible on 
the faces of all students as they concentrated along with juggling 
the balloon on the path of the finishing line. 
Kick the Cup 
High energy & strength was seen among students as they kicked 
the ball, to score a maximum number of falls of the paper cups, in 
one go itself. The air was filled with excitement and loud hoots of 
encouragement from parents, as their children tried to increase 
their score, with each kick. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

             Balancing Cups 
One of the most fun & frolic game to teach coordination to any 
age. Our students here made “a Pyramid” using paper cups. 
During this game, complete concentration was witnessed by both 
the teacher and the parent, from the students end till the pyramid 
was formed. Unlike all other games, this one showed an aura of 
stillness and silence in the atmosphere. 

Hockey 
The session ended with more cheering & laughter combined with 
excitement from one and all as the students tried to manoeuvre & 
drive a ball to score a goal at the opposite end, with a newspaper 
hockey stick and a towel-made goal post. It was an awestruck sight 
viewing our kindergarteners playing our National Sport, a 
reminder of the great Sportsman, on whose honour “The National 
Sports Day” is celebrated throughout India.  
 

 
 

 
 
  
 
  
  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
  
  



  
  


